
UNIT 15

LANGUAGE IN PRACTICE

Narrating About Life Events

Narratives usually include three main parts: an introduction that tells the topic, gives necessary
background. or creates a context for the information to follow; a main body which may include one
event or a series of events; a closing such as a summary or evaluation. In this unit, the narratives
about people's life events tend to begtn with information on where someone'\vaSbornan'(j raised.
Tlien the life events are sequenced in chronological order, ending with a statement ofthe person's
current situation or future plans.

Transitions Between Events. .

Throughout the body of these narratives, signers use different transitions to signal the end of one
event and the beginning of the next. Clear transltionsjjelpthe li..st~D~LfQJ!9.~Jbe...s_~QlI_E;I!~g.ofevents.
Varying the transitions is one way to make'the story interesting, as each kind of transition provides a
diffe-Verlt focus for the eventfhat 'foIT6ws~--""'''--'---'- -... -' . .-_ ... --.------.- ..----..

1) Pauses: This is the most common transition. At the end of an event lower your head slightly,
pa';iseyour signing, then raise your head Tosignal the beginning orTfie·nex-Cevent.-youwilJ see
many examples of this transition on tape.

2) When clauses: Another transition used between events is a "when clause." Sentences with when
clauses haveiwo parfs.JhewhencfauseIiself lsalways 'at the-beginning, and includes raised
eyebrows and a head tilt; in the second part of the sentence the eyebrows and head go back to a
neutral position while telling the event. You can use a when clause to tell about events in three ways:

• by telling someone's age_wb~n the eyenuook..place ("when Iwas four, I started kindergarten")
• by meniioninganother event that·preced.~Q.it ("right after graduation, I gotmarried") ..····· ._............ ....._.... .

• by telling the year the event occurred ("in 1985, he passed away")- ...--_ ..._------_. __ .-...._._-_.-- ,- -_._-_._._--_........ .. ".

3) Time signs indicating a period of time: The sign illustrated here is
frequently used to indicate that an unspecified period of time elapsed

\ between events. The sign form can be changed or non-manual behaviors can
be added to show the relative length of time: use "cs" with this sign to
indicate "shortly afterwards," "rnm" for "a while later," and "open mouth" to
mean "a long time later."

This sign can also be used in conjunction withspecific time signs, for example
to indicate "five years later" or "after three months."

Specific l ime signs can also be used alone to tell the time period between events. Signed with
raised eyebrows. this signals the beginning of the next event.

Demonstration

In this segment of the videotape Ethan demonstrates the following transitions. These are clips from
his narrative "Jose's Life Story." The clips are shown in slow motion so that you can see the non-
manual behqviors that occur withe when clause and with time signs:

I. when clause used with age 5. when clause used with age
2. when clause used with another event 6. time sign - unspecified
:5. when clause used with year 7. time sign - specific
4. when clause used with age
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